CASE STUDY

Appliance Retailer Reaps Digital Dividends
Amid ‘Forced Accelerator’
he year was 1947. Two brothers had returned home from
the Second World War to the mill town of Lawrence,
Mass., on the Merrimack River. Both had experience as radar
technicians in the U.S. Navy, and when they came back, the
Baron brothers opened a TV repair business. Before long, they
had a fleet of vans for TV delivery and antenna installation. One
of their distributors also sold appliances, so they began carrying
washers, dryers and stoves. Eventually, the business would
become Baron’s Major Brands Appliances.

David Souter, part owner and vice president of Baron’s, speaks
fondly of his uncles, “They were hardworking, honest people…downto-earth guys, supporting their families. They built the business one
customer at a time, offering service and knowledge.”
In the 1970s, the Baron brothers made the business decision to
close the Lawrence store and move to Salem, N.H., which was fast
becoming a retail hub due in part to the state’s business-friendly,
tax-free climate. In the decades that followed with the rising
popularity of television and household appliances, the business
grew to four locations in New Hampshire.

Baron’s Major Brands Appliances, Plaistow, N.H.

By the turn of the 21st century, Souter
and his cousins Mike Baron and Brian
Ellis were actively involved in running
the family business. In 2007, “the kids”
bought the business from their uncles
and today, they are proud to serve as
second-generation owners. Baron’s
comprises seven retail locations in
the Granite State, including a service
center, Reliable Appliance Service in
Manchester, N.H.
“Our uncles are our mentors, and we’ve
continued to build on their high level
of customer service, the cornerstone of
which is our ability to cover the process
from start to finish, from shopping to
sales to delivery to service,” said Souter.
Custom kitchens are a mainstay of the
customer service-centered business,
according to Souter. “The business

The Challenge:
Navigating Growing Pains

offers a wide range of reliable products,
from moderate to high end, and works

Though every year presents you with a challenge of some sort, the biggest one for

to provide options for every kitchen,

us has been the growing pains of operating a small business,” explained Souter.

from the ski condo to the million-dollar

He used the example, “As a small business you sometimes want to promote

lakefront property and everything

your best salesperson to manager, but they’re not always the best fit.” Early on,

in between.”

when Souter, Baron and Ellis took over the business, they developed a five-year
business plan, which included recruiting the right people and incorporating

All told, Baron’s employs approximately

leadership growth and development.

135 staff members across its locations.
And while the Baron’s mission is to
provide the best customer service, the

“To that end, we have hired several corporate managers, people who were trained
for that position,” Souter said.

store motto is to be the best place
to work.

Technology presented another critical growth point for the business. Baron’s had a
proprietary software platform and when it came time to upgrade to a new system,

“These are our goals every day,” said

the arduous search for the right provider proved “one headache after another.”

Souter. “Our uncles instilled in us the
importance of treating your employees
right—like family, like you yourself would
want to be treated.”
For Baron’s, being the best place to work
means alignment, having all systems
and processes in place across stores. It
means treating employees like a family
that stays together; many of them have
10, 20 or 30-year-plus tenures. It also
means hiring the right people.

The software company that was brought in to install it couldn’t explain how to run
it, according to Souter. “The onboarding was horrendous, and we were losing staff.”
So, they decided to bring it back in-house. “Our IT person and Mike (Baron) set
about building a new software system in about 90 days that has evolved into an
integral part of the business.”
They have also created a side business, offering their point-of-sale software to
other retailers who appreciate a platform created specifically for and by their own
industry, according to Souter.

An RWS Power User
It was because of Mike Baron’s long-standing friendship with Jim Kane (Retailer
Web Services founder), that the Baron’s leadership team was confident in the
knowledge of the RWS team and the capabilities of its integrated digital suite
which allows all of the applications to talk to each other.
As an early power user of the complete RWS product suite, Baron’s has grown
alongside RWS. Souter remembers the days “before AdRocket™, when you had
three or four different sources for online advertising, making it impossible to
collect data and analytics.” He appreciates the reports generated by the AdRocket
App, which takes the complexities out of online advertising, making AdRocket an
“easy, all-in-one solution.”
Souter describes WebFronts® Review™ as a “best of both worlds” tool for
reputation management, keeping you apprised of new reviews and automatically
posting positive reviews to your website.
Prior to FlashTags, Baron’s was outsourcing to an ESL company that was difficult
to work with and deployed electronic price tags at only one of its stores. With
FlashTags, an extension of WebFronts® Level 4, updating electronic shelf labels
(ESLs) on Baron’s seven showroom floors has gone from “high maintenance to no
maintenance.”
“Now, our tags are automatically generated with current pricing and all our
locations are using it—a super improvement.

“RWS is always adding new features. We’re eager to adopt
the latest technology because we know we always have
to improve. We always learn from RWS.”
“It’s their people power, too,” Souter points out. “Like Jose Salazar (customer
account manager and technical specialist at RWS)…He’s wonderful and always
gets it done, never says something can’t be done. It is like Jose—who’s working for
RWS—is working for Baron’s.”

Deploying Solutions Amid a ‘Forced Accelerator’
Souter credits the partnership with RWS and being ahead of the technology curve with “having everything in
place” when the pandemic hit.

“Early on in the crisis, RWS was fast to act on creating COVID-19 messaging to put
on our site, which was essential to inform customers what we were doing. Also,
they created an AdRocket COVID campaign that kept our name out there—all I
had to do was plug into it.”
Souter added, “By having a great website, digital advertising and chat, we were able to continue driving
consumers to the site. We took a team of three employees to handle site traffic, putting them on the web chat
lines with extended hours, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. daily, and we were able to shift to a new normal very quickly.”

Pre-pandemic, online sales for Baron’s had been climbing an
average of 15 percent per year. Souter describes the pandemic
as a “forced accelerator” that got people comfortable with the
convenience of shopping for and purchasing major appliances
primarily through the digital world.

“What COVID did was leapfrog gyrations of
technology, getting people to adopt it.”
Baron’s saw a 426% uptick in year-over-year online sales
between March 1 and July 31, 2020, with estimated sales valued
at $608,163.

(L to R) Baron’s owners Brian Ellis, Mike Baron and Dave Souter

YOY Increases in Site Traffic + Online
Sales Result in Dedicated, Digital Team
March 1 through July 31, 2020, as the effects of COVID-19 were sweeping across

According to Souter, sales via chat on the website used to be
passive. By fall 2020, the stores continued to average $100,000
a month in online sales. As a result, a fourth salesperson has

the U.S. and around the world, Baron’s Major Brands Appliances saw a steady
surge in its year-over-year online business. Traffic to BaronsMajorBrands.com
and online purchases have remained high, accelerating the need for a dedicated
sales team to handle site traffic and staff its web chat.

been added to the team to help handle traffic to the site, and
plans call for the hiring of a manager to oversee the digital team.
Souter describes the team as Baron’s digital store, saying the
need for exceptional customer service is more important than
ever. And if WebFronts Review’s increasing number of five-star
customer reviews are any indication, the Baron’s digital team is
indeed, focused on service.
Souter, like many other independent appliance retailers, has
found the greatest challenge to be the supply chain. He’s had to
lease a new building, adding 26,000 square-feet of warehouse
space, to hold merchandise coming in the door at different times
as shipments were delayed until products suddenly came in all
at once.
Supply chain issues aside, Souter goes back to technology as
a necessity for any independent appliance dealer’s business.
“If you’re not incorporating tech, you’re simply not going to
win. And with so many service providers out there, find a
partner that’s entrenched in your business that you can build a
relationship with—‘partner’ is the key word.”
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